
Bunker Update: 

#18 Green Side Right 
 

Since the July 13th flooding rain we have been on a roll with bunker repair.  First is because 

of necessity, the back nine bunkers were covered with silt and just didn't have usable sand 

available.  Second, we found an easy way to take out sand the reduces hand work and speeds 

the sand removal and replacement process about five times faster than the old way. 

 

 

This week was #18 right green side.  It 

was on the original schedule for sand re-

placement so while we were waiting for 

#13 bunker to dry out form the 3” of rain 

over the weekend we started the process. 

 

 

 

 

 

Typical bunker renovation project is to 

start by removing the sand.  This started 

Wednesday late morning with the push-

ing of sand with the sand machine to the 

edges.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

We then bring in the Steiner 

Loader to load the Cushman 

Trucksters to haul off the old 

sand to the compost pile.   

 

 

 

 



 

 

It gets crowded with a sand machine, 

loader, Cushman, and two detail guys to 

get what we can’t get with the equipment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some scoops are so heavy with silt 

that Dan had to jump on the back 

adding additional counter weight so I 

could dump the load. 

 

 

 

 

 

We final detail scrape the base, 

remove the drainage donut, check 

drainage, then we are ready to 

add new sand.   

 

 

 

We used our dump trailer to haul 

loads of sand and move them 

with the loader. 

 



 

 

By Thursday afternoon we added the re-

maining sand that was in storage.  It was 

about a truck load of 25 ton.   

 

We ran short of about 8 ton and were wait-

ing on a sand delivery on Friday to finish.  

Unfortunately it didn’t arrive until the end 

of our day so we will get it finished on 

Monday. 

 

 

 

This is where we are right 

now.  Monday we will be 

able to get the sand in, back 

bladed with the loader, then 

use the sand machine for the 

final smoothing, compact-

ing and raking. 

 

The bunker will be finished 

and ready for play Monday 

afternoon. 

 

Mark Novotbny CGCS 


